
LockoutGuard v1.2 Documentation
(The following graphics are screen shots from Microsoft® ISA Server and Threat Management Gateway which are 
the property of Microsoft Corp. and are included here for instructive use.  Some images illustrate LockoutGuard, 
which is the property of Collective Software.)
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Preventing Denial of Service vector on Extranet
● Your organization uses ISA Server 2006 or Threat Management Gateway in a 

“reverse proxy” scenario for publishing an extranet.
● For security and identification, the extranet uses HTML Form authentication or 

HTTP Basic authentication.
● To prevent brute force password guessing attacks, your Active Directory is 

configured to lock out accounts after several failed login attempts.

Problems
● Each failed authentication attempt at ISA/TMG counts in AD as a failed login.
● Therefore, it is trivial for a remote attacker to lock out any of your AD accounts if 

they know (or can guess) the login name.  No further credentials or privilege is 
required for this attack.

● In severe cases this attack may represent a substantial remotely triggerable 
denial of service vulnerability in your network.

Solution
LockoutGuard from Collective Software augments the capabilities of ISA and TMG to 
allow a “soft lockout”.

Features
● LockoutGuard can be configured to start denying authentication attempts before 

the AD lockout limit is reached. 
● This acts as an additional tier of “lockout security”, safely locking the account out 

of the extranet.
● During soft lockout of a user's account, password guessing on the extranet will 

fail since LockoutGuard is blocking authentication attempts for that account.
● Even during this soft lockout, the user account can still be logged in from inside 

your LAN, or over a VPN.  Thus, the DoS potential is substantially controlled, 
with a minimum inconvenience.

Requirements
● ISA Server 2006 or Threat Management Gateway
● ISA/TMG authenticates to Active Directory (either ISA/TMG is a domain member, 

or uses LDAP)
● Extranet uses ISA/TMG HTML Form authentication, or Basic authentication.
● ISA/TMG needs LDAP (or LDAP-S) access to domain controller(s).
● Microsoft .NET Framework version 2 should be installed on each ISA/TMG 

server.



Caveats
● If your group policy is not configured to reset the failed password count, then the 

soft lockout condition will remain in effect until:
● The user authenticates locally or over a VPN, or
● An administrator resets the user's failed password count

Help is Available!
We are always happy to help you get our software set up and working.  If you have 
questions or need assistance understanding/configuring/testing a Collective product, 
you can get in touch with our support staff quickly and easily.  For the most up-to-date 
information, please see our Support page at http://www.collectivesoftware.com/Support/



Installation of LockoutGuard

Install Procedure
1. Close the ISA/TMG management console if it's open.
2. Execute the LockoutGuard msi file.  This will stop your firewall service, install the 

filter and interface software, register the filter, and then re-start the firewall 
service.

3. If you are installing over a remote desktop session, keep in mind that when the 
firewall service stops and restarts your RDP connection may be frozen, dropped 
or timed out.  If an error occurs during the installation and the firewall service 
cannot be restarted, you will need to access the console to troubleshoot further 
(see below).

4. You must run the installer on each ISA/TMG server in an array separately, so 
they will all have the filter files installed and registered.

5. If the installation completes with no errors, then you can proceed to the 
configuration section.

Troubleshooting
The installation normally completes without errors.  However there are a few possible 
failure modes that can occur for this complex install process.

Install rolls back (with red error message at the end)
If you are presented with an error message on the final screen, then check out the 
application event log, which often will contain details on why the installation failed.  The 
problem may be immediately solvable from this information, or you may need to work 
with Collective support for additional troubleshooting assistance.

Frozen or hung install
The installer tries to start the firewall service after it is done registering the filter 
components.  In rare cases, everything may register properly but there could still be a 
problem preventing the firewall service from starting.  In this situation, the installation 
may appear to hang on the “Starting services...” item.  This is because it is trying 
repeatedly to start the service, and failing.  In fact if you look at the application event 
log, you will see several errors from the firewall service as it tries to start.  These 
messages may help identify the cause of the problem.
The install should eventually give up on starting the service, but it may take a long time. 
If necessary, you can expedite the rollback by going into the services control panel and 
setting the Microsoft Firewall service to Disabled temporarily (and applying that 
change).  This will cause the installer to quickly give up, and it should then correctly roll 
back the installation while leaving the firewall service down.  After this happens you can 
then re-enable and restart the firewall service.
This kind of problem should not normally occur, and will probably require additional 



troubleshooting by Collective support.  However if you are able to fix the problem you 
can re-run the install safely after completing this procedure.



How LockoutGuard works

Normal Active Directory Lockout behavior
When a lockout policy is configured on your domain, each AD domain controller 
maintains its own count of how many times a user has failed to log in recently, called 
the “bad password count”.  These counters are not shared between DC’s.  
Each time an incorrect logon password is supplied, whichever DC ISA/TMG is using will 
increment this count by one.  Once the bad password count reaches the value 
configured in group policy, the user account becomes “locked out” on that domain 
controller, which means it cannot authenticate until the lockout duration expires.

How LockoutGuard imposes a “soft lockout”
LockoutGuard’s job is to watch the bad password counts (bpc) on each domain 
controller in the site (or whichever LDAP servers you have configured for 
authentication), and block login attempts from accounts whose bpc is over a certain 
threshold.  Login attempts blocked by LockoutGuard will never reach the domain 
controller.
By making LockoutGuard’s threshold lower than the AD lockout threshold, we achieve a 
“soft lockout” where the user account can no longer authenticate to ISA/TMG, but the 
user account can authenticate on the LAN and to other services since it is not truly 
locked out of AD.  
This maintains the same security benefits of AD lockout without causing as much 
inconvenience in the organization.

Configuring ISA/TMG authentication settings

Using AD authentication in a single domain
If your ISA/TMG is a domain member, your organization uses one flat domain, and you 
are using AD authentication (instead of LDAP), then you do not need to make any 
changes to your authentication settings.
LockoutGuard still uses LDAP to check the bad password count, since this is the only 
way the bad password count property is made available.  But LockoutGuard will 
automatically find the domain controllers in your site, and poll them over LDAP.

Using AD authentication to multiple domains
If users from several domains will connect to ISA/TMG, you should set your listeners to 
use LDAP and not integrated AD, even if the firewall is a domain member. 
LockoutGuard must know what LDAP servers to connect to for various different 
domains in the forest.  Global Catalog servers do not have lockout properties, so it is 
necessary to set up each domain explicitly in the LDAP settings.  
If you continue to use AD authentication, LockoutGuard will not be able to find the 



records for users from other domains in your forest.  This will cause errors and could 
compromise your lockout protection.  So in summary, if you have multiple domains, 
don't use AD authentication with LockoutGuard, set it up as LDAP via the settings 
below.

Using LDAP authentication
If your listeners are already set up to use LDAP authentication, then you do not need to 
make any changes.  
If you are switching to LDAP instead of using AD integrated authentication, then you will 
need to tell the firewall how to contact your servers.  Finding the LDAP settings:

• In ISA server, the LDAP server configuration is found under the “General” 
settings item.  

• In TMG, go to the “Tasks” pane in the Firewall Policy section, and then select 
“Configure Authentication Server Settings”

The simplest configuration is when all authentication is done to one AD domain.  Add an 
LDAP Server Set:



● To prevent a single point of failure, add more than one server here.  An LDAP 
server must always be reachable for LockoutGuard to function.

● Note that regardless of your “Global Catalog” setting here, LockoutGuard will 
always connect to the normal LDAP port, not the GC.  This is because the Bad-
Pwd-Count attribute is not available in the GC, so it is not useful to use that 
setting.

● Starting with LockoutGuard version 1.1, plain credentials are not sent over LDAP 
(only challenge/response is used) so it is not necessary to use the Secure 
connection setting.

● The user name and password can be left out if ISA/TMG is a domain member. 
The computer account will have sufficient permissions to perform LDAP lookups.

● The user name and password are not optional if ISA/TMG is a workgroup 
machine.  Be sure to set them to a valid AD service account.  This is because the 
filter must do the lockout check before allowing ISA/TMG to authenticate the 
extranet user.  Otherwise if we used the user's credentials for LDAP then it would 
count as an authentication attempt in Active Directory.  That would defeat the 
function of LockoutGuard, which is to soft lockout before overrunning the 
domain's lockout count!

● Don't use a username here that has access to your extranet.  In particular, don't 
be tempted to use your own account, and then test the filter with that same 
account; it won't work.  Since ISA/TMG has the LDAP user's correct password, 
each time it tries to connect, its own bad password count will be reset to zero. 
Thus, the LDAP user you specify here can effectively never be locked out, since 
it is constantly authenticating successfully and getting reset to zero.

In this example, there is only one domain, so all authentication requests “*” are matched 
and sent to our only LDAP set “default”.  

If you have more than one domain in your environment, you need to add more sets, and 
match them to various login expressions such as “domain2\*”, “*@domain2fqdn.com”, 
etc...

Troubleshooting LDAP configuration
LockoutGuard will report errors in LDAP configuration by setting Alerts in the Monitoring 
section’s Alerts tab.  The alerts tab is always the first place to check for any problems.

mailto:*@domain2fqdn.com


● If this is a workgroup ISA/TMG, then check the service account credentials used. 
Use the support tool ldp.exe (or another LDAP browser) to bind to your DC over 
LDAP with that account, and try to look into the Users container or the OU where 
users exist.  Make sure you can see their properties.  

● Make sure ISA/TMG is allowed to send LDAP traffic to your DC.  Do this by 
repeating the above test, but with the ldp.exe tool running from the ISA console

● If ISA/TMG is a domain member and you are using the ISA machine account for 
credentials, the previous test does not apply.  To verify it's not a permissions 
problem, try connecting with ldp.exe from the ISA console, and binding with an 
AD user account.

● If you have a 0x20 LDAP error, you may have set the FQDN of your directory 
incorrectly.  This field is for the domain name, not the name of a single server.



Configuring a listener to use LockoutGuard

Invoking the properties tab
Due to a design flaw in the ISA/TMG console, custom tabs cannot be shown when the 
Listener dialog is opened from within the firewall rule.  Instead, you must access the 
listener from the Toolbox area on the right:





Note: If you do not see the “LockoutGuard” tab, it may be because you opened the 
Listener dialog by clicking here, in the web rule line:



Or here, in the rule dialog:



The lockout settings

LockoutGuard is configured separately for each Listener.  Enable it for any listener that 
performs AD authentication and faces an insecure network.

Soft Lockout
The “Soft Lockout” number is extremely important.  Set this value to a smaller number 
than the AD lockout setting:

The difference between the two values is the number of attempts the account will “have 
left” during a soft lockout.



Reset time
LockoutGuard does not write changes to Active Directory's lockout counter, that value is 
managed internally by the domain controller.  AD also maintains a reset value, in the 
following policy item:

The domain controller does not actively reset the bad password count after this time 
passes, but instead waits for the next bad logon attempt to check the count. 
LockoutGuard must know how long the reset interval is, so it can make the proper 
decision about whether to send the authentication attempt to the DC or block it.
Since the clocks on ISA/TMG and the domain controllers may not be synchronized 
exactly, you should specify a higher value in the LockoutGuard settings than in AD, 
by 2-5 minutes.  This mitigates the risk that LG will send the logon attempts through 
when the DC believes the old bad password count is still in effect.  You should also 
ensure that the clocks on ISA/TMG and the domain controllers are not allowed to vary 
by more than this amount.

Stop logins if all LDAP servers are unreachable
This setting determines what behavior the filter will have in the event that a 
configuration error or network problem prevents it from being able to check bad 
password counts.  If you select this item, then LockoutGuard will block ALL logins when 
it is unable to contact any LDAP server.
Unless there are configuration errors or connection problems, then this setting generally 
won’t make any difference, because if the authentication servers are unreachable, then 
logins will fail whether LockoutGuard blocks them or not.

Note: Remember that during soft lockout, the user cannot authenticate to the extranet 
over this listener!



Testing the soft lockout
Each time you use a correct username but the wrong password, Active Directory will 
add 1 to the “badPwdCount” property of the user on whichever domain controller is 
used for the authentication.  You can see this in ldp.exe:

Once the account has accrued a bad password count equal to the soft lockout limit, it is 
considered to be in “soft lockout” mode.  If another authentication attempt is made to 
that account, ISA will log an information-level alert:

Just as with a normal lockout, even if the user enters their correct credentials to the 
extranet after this, they cannot log in.  They must do one of the following:

● log in locally, 



● log in on VPN, 
● wait for AD to reset the lockout counter (if this policy is configured)
● Have the bad password count reset by an administrator user. (This can be done 

for example with an ADSI script, or by forcing the account to lockout, and then 
resetting the lockout via AD Users and Groups)



How to check and reset the bad password count
In addition to querying the LDAP value manually, as above, you can use a number of 
tools that add interfaces to display lockout information, including the free tool 
"LockoutStatus" provided by Microsoft.

Note:  AD does not actively reset the "Bad Pwd Count" value until the next bad logon 
attempt.  Therefore, to determine the effective count, check the "Last Bad Pwd" column 
too.  If it is a date/time that is older than the reset interval set in AD and LockoutGuard, 
then the effective count should be considered "0".
Clearing the bad password counter manually is not supported in the normal 
management interfaces, but if you have the Microsoft Support tools installed, you can 
use the "ADSI Edit" console to do this.  To see how many bad login attempts have been 
recorded, see the "badPwdCount" property:





You cannot directly edit the badPwdCount value, however you can still indirectly clear it 
to zero.  To do this, you set the value of a different attribute: "lockoutTime".  Set that to 
"0" (even if it is already showing as zero) and you will see that badPwdCount is also 
reset.  This is counter-intuitive, but it's the only way to reset the bad password count 
apart from waiting for the reset time interval.
Information on installation of ADSI edit can be found at Microsoft's site.

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb124152(EXCHG.65).aspx


Filter licensing
To view your evaluation period or enter a key, go to Add-ins, Web Filters, and select 
LockoutGuard properties:
and select the License tab:

The License tab is used to check how long remains in the evaluation period, and to 
activate a permanent license.  
To be eligible for a license key, you need to purchase license(s).  You can do this on 
our web store or by contacting us.
Once you have available license(s) you can request a key for your array (or single 
server) at our licensing page.  When requesting a license key, you will need to tell us 
the name of the ISA/TMG array, which is indicated on this dialog.  The exact name is 
important, because it will be used to validate the key.
The license key is sensitive to the number of servers in the array.  For example if you 
begin with only 2 servers in the array but plan to have 4, you can purchase 4 licenses 
and request a license key for a 4-server array.  Then as you bring future servers online, 
they will be licensed automatically (you still need to install the certificates though.) 
Warning: if you install more servers than you have licensed then the license key will be 
seen as invalid, and the servers will begin to operate in demo/lab mode.  So if you need 
to add more servers to a live array then you should acquire and apply your new license 
key in advance, so this behavior does not take place.

http://www.collectivesoftware.com/License
http://www.collectivesoftware.com/Contact
https://www.collectivesoftware.com/Store


Demo/Lab mode
When the evaluation period expires (after 30 days) or when an invalid license key is 
used, the filter runs in demo/lab mode.  In this mode the filter will work normally for a 
period of 2 hours from the starting of the Firewall Service, and then stop working after 
that time.  This mode is meant to be useful for test labs where you don't wish to 
purchase licenses but still want to be able to run meaningful test setups.  After 2 hours, 
you can restart the firewall service and the lab timer will reset again.

Troubleshooting
The first place to look if something seems to be working incorrectly is the Alerts tab in 
the Monitoring section.  Often this will directly indicate the cause of the problem.  This 
information will also be required in almost all cases if you need support.

Support for LockoutGuard
Collective is proud to offer support for LockoutGuard, whether you need help getting a 
configuration working, find a bug, or just have a feature question.
Support is available from our web site at http://www.collectivesoftware.com/Support/

● Knowledge Base: When our staff answers questions that will apply to the whole 
community, they will often create a permanent KB item to disseminate this 
knowledge.  There is a Search feature here; you can also easily browse by topic. 
To get fast answers to FAQs (frequently asked questions) the knowledge base is 
the best place to start.

● Support ticket: We are always happy to help you get set up and working.  If you 
have questions or need assistance understanding/configuring/testing a Collective 
product, you can get in touch with our support staff quickly and easily.  For the 
most up-to-date information, please see our Support page.

http://www.collectivesoftware.com/Support/


Appendix A: Changes in LockoutGuard version 1.2
If you used LockoutGuard prior to version 1.2, there are several changes you should be 
apprised of that can affect your configuration and performance.

Configuration changes you should make
• If you are using integrated AD authentication, previous versions of LockoutGuard 

instructed you to create a set of ISA/TMG LDAP settings anyway.  This is no 
longer the case. Unless you are using LDAP for authentication, you should 
clear any LDAP settings you may have added in the past for LockoutGuard.  

• If there are no LDAP settings, the new filter version will automatically poll all the 
active DC’s in the site.

Changes in filter operation
• The filter used to create an LDAP connection for each login request.  It now 

maintains a persistent connection pool in order to decrease latency and load on 
the DC’s.

• The old filter attempted to determine which DC the firewall service was using, 
and check the same one.  This was necessary since the bad password count is 
not replicated.  However it was not always possible to correctly match the server 
being used, which led to problems.  

• The new version of the filter simultaneously checks all active DC’s in the site (for 
integrated auth), or all LDAP servers you have configured (for LDAP auth).  If any 
one of the servers’ bad password count/times indicates the user should be soft 
locked out, the filter will do so.  This means it should always get the correct 
answer instead of potentially polling the wrong server.

• Requests to each DC are sent in parallel, to decrease latency.
• The filter now maintains knowledge of which LDAP servers are not responding 

(i.e. “down”).  It used to try each server in list order for every request, which 
caused more server load and caused logins to fail when servers became 
unresponsive.
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